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Researchers have explored the relationship between the application of written attention-
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) impulsive aggression (IA) behavioral intervention 
strategies with current public-school educational plans in reducing aggression and how 
exclusion of behavioral strategies may increase aggression and impact students’ long-
term ability to control emotions. However, the social learning theory of aggression 
suggests that positive self-efficacy and modeling may improve effective coping. This 
study explored the relationship between aggression as measured by the modified overt 
aggression scale and the individualized education program (IEP)/504 Plan behavioral 
strategies’ effectiveness for ADHD aggression as measured by a repeated measured 
analysis of variance. Data were collected using IEP and 504 Plans of children with 
ADHD and recorded disciplinary reports in a charter school district in central Arkansas. 
The study results revealed that ADHD–IA was significantly related to their 
modifications. The study helps fill the knowledge gaps in the modification design for 
ADHD–IA and attempts to bring student ADHD coping to mainstream classrooms that 
will better serve the educational system. Possible implications for positive social change 
that could result from this study include improved strategies for teachers instructing 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study 
Introduction 
There is an ever-growing and significant concern about the lack of research 
focused on children demonstrating attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) with 
refractory behaviors, such as aggression, with respect to receipt of special education 
services in school (Schnoes et al., 2006; see also Fabiano et al., 2010). As children with 
functional deficits like ADHD are increasingly integrated into the regular classroom 
setting, individualized education programs (IEPs) and 504 plans are used to address 
ADHD. However, research shows these plans likely do not address associated aggressive 
behaviors and have become less useful at providing significant modification needed to 
develop proper coping skills in adverse situations (Karhu et al., 2018). 
Children with ADHD may use aggressive behaviors to settle conflicts and to 
maintain control in social situations (Visser et al., 2009). Saylor and Amann (2016) 
identified impulsive aggression (IA) as a comorbid condition of ADHD that often affects 
children and adolescents. IA can escalate the psychosocial burden of ADHD, possibly 
leading to adult antisocial behavior (Saylor & Amann, 2016). Saylor and Amann further 
described that ADHD with the comorbidity of IA is regulatory aggression occurring out 
of dissatisfaction, irritation, or anger as a response to real or perceived provocations. 
Verbal aggression, aggression against property, auto aggression, and physical aggression 
are manifestations of the response to these stimuli (Connor et al., 2010). Inquiry into 
research-based behavioral strategies (RBBS) conducted in school systems where ADHD 






special education plans (SEPs). Ercan et al. (2014) argued that the presence of comorbid 
aggression in children with ADHD negatively impacts the long-term trajectory of a 
child’s prognosis. The study of ADHD–IA and RBBS in SEPs is an underdeveloped area 
in psychological research that requires further research and exploration. The inclusion of 
RBBS in SEPs may result in positive social change as the students learn more effective 
anger management strategies to apply in the classroom and out of the classroom. 
In Chapter 1, I provide background research on IA that relates to ADHD and 
SEPs in response to the level of effectiveness of behavioral strategies. In this chapter, I 
explain the evidence supporting the scholarly consensus that the problem is current, 
relevant, and significant in the problem statement. Likewise, the purpose of the study, 
research questions and hypotheses, and theoretical/conceptual framework are also 
addressed. Additional sections of the chapter include the nature of the study, the 
operational definitions, assumptions, scope and delimitations, limitations, significance, 
and a summary. 
Background 
In 2016, approximately 6.1 million children in the United States, from ages 2 to 
17, held a diagnosis of ADHD (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 
2018). In the 2016 National Survey of Children’s Health study, approximately 52% of 
children with ADHD in the United States also demonstrated behavior or conduct 
problems (Data Resource Center for Children & Adolescent Health, 2018). Effective 
management of aggressive symptoms in an academic setting poses unique challenges for 






(2010), 25% of special education services address childhood aggression in schools. These 
IA behaviors are disruptive to educators, students, and parents (Saylor & Amann, 2016). 
Special education accommodations are designed to address the hyperactive and 
inattentive components of ADHD but these accommodations do not use RBBS to address 
the IA comorbidity of ADHD directly. The lack of RBBS to address IA may prevent 
students from learning and coping effectively in an academic setting. According to 
research conducted by Spiel et al. (2014), only 18% of IEPs and 504 plans were 
integrated RBBS studies that provided additional research for students with ADHD–IA. 
Furthermore, having RBBS integrated into SEPs could assist future development of 
ADHD special education programs by providing insight into more practical applications 
in student success. 
In the school setting, children diagnosed with ADHD are often accommodated 
with a unique SEP comprised of either a 504 Plan or an IEP to establish an environment 
fitting for students with this disorder. Commonly applied accommodations for children 
with ADHD include (a) lowering noise level, (b) dividing work into smaller units, (c) 
highlighting key points, (d) eliminating or reducing the frequency of timed tests, and 
using cooperative learning strategies (U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education Programs, 2008). However, these accommodations do not use RBBS to 
address the IA comorbidity of ADHD (Sibley et al., 2016).  
Educators may not be equipped with distinctive training for correcting the 
aggressive behaviors in the classroom related to children with ADHD-IA. According to 






so that teachers can identify relational aggression among students. RBBS interventions 
have been found to improve aversive patterns of behaving by targeting emotion 
regulation and social problem solving (Sukhodolsky et al., 2016).  
According to the Arkansas Department of Education (2017), the process of 
developing SEPs (IEPs and 504 plans) requires an assessment team (parent, teacher, 
school counselor) to address the specific needs of the child. The Department of Education 
explains that data collection for creating or revising an SEP might include the use of 
behavioral assessments, academic tests, and student psychological profiles. Specific to 
aggressive behavior, Riffel (2007) argued that behavioral intervention plans should track 
students’ behavioral outbursts by determining when, where, and even how long each 
event occurs to establish patterns that will help with creating an intervention plan. Thus, 
monitoring aggression among ADHD students should follow a system that includes: (a) 
recording daily or weekly occurrences, (b) printing out predetermined behaviors (rules), 
(c) implementing techniques for consequence strategy (positive reinforcement and 
rewards), and (d) punishing behaviors (Coelho et al., 2015).  
Furthermore, mainstream classroom teachers may not have the resources or 
training to understand how to handle children with ADHD–IA behavioral problems. 
Children with ADHD may have an increased risk of IA when in response to internal or 
external irritants that challenge their social or academic abilities. Likewise, there is an 
association between poor social skills and low self-esteem that contributes to responses 
before considering consequences that affect a child’s adaptive functioning (King & 






and verbal communication abilities (Campbell et al., 2010). RBBS can assist children in 
learning adaptive coping mechanisms through operant conditioning. For example, among 
the RBBS concepts, children who have emotional and behavioral disorders have been 
shown to improve behavior through learning self-management strategies (Niesyn, 2009). 
However, the literature on special education accommodations that address components of 
ADHD and aggression fails to establish behavioral strategies for improving coping skills 
for learning. Student studies dealing with modification strategies for combined emotional 
and behavioral disorder are conducted in a generalized setting rather than in mainstream 
classrooms where the children receive primary instruction (Niesyn, 2009). The discretion 
in generalized settings poses a potential gap in the literature that has yet to determine the 
effectiveness of RBBS in reducing IA among the ADHD population (as qualified under 
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act [IDEA] program) while in general 
academic settings. 
Problem Statement 
Despite the prevalence of ADHD among school-aged children, research exploring 
effective behavioral interventions that target students with ADHD who also display 
comorbid signs of aggression is minimal. Connor et al. (2019) concluded that the 
mediation of aggression interventions is poorly defined among research conducted with 
the ADHD–IA population. Instead, research has focused primarily on stimulant and 
nonstimulant medication interventions as facilitating classroom management (Weyandt et 
al., 2014). Moreover, few studies of SEPs have addressed nonacademic and behavior 






by which public school systems use psychological methodologies, such as RBBS, to 
guide the construction of educational plans for behavior modification. DuPaul and White 
(2006) directly echoed the absence of practical behavioral approaches without concurrent 
medicinal treatment for aggressive ADHD symptoms in the educational world. 
Identifying the effectiveness of educational plans that implement RBBS could provide 
school districts with a greater understanding of effective ADHD–IA modification 
strategies that directly correlate to positive development in behaviors. Implementing 
proper modifications would adjust the trajectories of undesirable behaviors and require 
less medication-based solutions, thus promoting positive coping in the individual’s 
adaptive functioning process. Ultimately, teaching ADHD–IA students to manage 
emotions and develop social and behavioral coping skills may result in positive change in 
a way that medication cannot accommodate. 
Purpose 
The purpose of the study was to analyze the effectiveness of using RBBS in SEP 
for reducing IA in children with ADHD in the academic setting. The study was guided by 
the social learning theory of aggression (Bandura & Walters, 1963). I compared the 
frequency of aggressive behaviors in students who have IEPs/504 plans that include 
RBBS and with the frequency among students who have IEPs/504 plans that do not use 
RBBS. The frequency of aggressive behaviors is the dependent variable to measure 
impulsive aggression. Aggressive behaviors fall into categories related to students’ use of 
verbal aggression, aggression against property, autoaggression, and physical aggression. 






strategies integrated to use the token-economy system method for decreasing IA 
behaviors. In this quantitative study, I examined the number and effectiveness of 
educational plans with written RBBS and measured the frequency of IA behaviors in 
students with ADHD. Effectiveness is determined by decreased negative response 
impulsivity and increased engagement in desirable behaviors over time. 
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The study was driven by three quantitative research questions and associated 
hypotheses. These quantitative research questions sought to understand the relationship 
between the application of written ADHD behavioral intervention strategies with current 
public-school educational plans in reducing aggression. Through this analysis, I intended 
to provide further information standard implementation procedures of educational student 
plans that deal with conformity in ADHD aggression. Extensive consideration of the 
literature review and classroom observations led to the development of my research 
questions. In Chapter 3, I present a more detailed discussion regarding the nature of the 
study. 
RQ1: What is the relationship between the inclusion of recommended RBBS and 
IEPs/504 plans in the classroom setting and the frequency of aggressive behaviors among 
students with ADHD and IA for 3 months and 6 months? 
H01: There is no significant difference between the elected response expected 
from the inclusion of recommended RBBS for students with ADHD–IA that will 
establish a measurable influence for predicting positive reinforcers as reflected in 






H11: The elected response expected from the recommended inclusion of RBBS 
for students with ADHD and IA established a measurable influence for predicting 
positive reinforcers as reflected in their educational plans after 3 and 6 months. 
RQ2: What is the relationship between the longevity of recommended IEPs/504 
plans including RBBS in the classroom setting that continues to decrease the frequency 
of aggressive behaviors as measured among students with ADHD and IA after 
implementation for 3 months and 6 months? 
H02: There is no relationship between longevity and the elected response expected 
from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom setting 
that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with ADHD 
and IA after implementation for 3 and 6 months. 
H12: There is a positive correlation between longevity of elected response 
expected from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom 
setting that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with 
ADHD and IA after implementation for 3 and 6 months. 
RQ3: What is the relationship between ADHD–IA as assessed by the modified 
overt aggression scale (MOAS; Kay et al., 1988) and students’ association of mainstream 
classroom activity as measured by the school system disciplinary database? 
H03: There is no relationship between aggression as assessed by MOAS (Kay et 







H13: There is a positive correlation between ADHD–IA as assessed by the MOAS 
(Kay et al., 1988) and impulsive aggression such that students who report a higher 
level of activity in the school system disciplinary database score higher in overall 
aggression as assessed by the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988). 
Theoretical Foundation 
The social learning theory of aggression by Bandura and Walters (1963) explains 
that behavior, including aggressive behaviors, has a cognitive component that develops 
through direct physical interaction with the social setting during the process of exposure. 
An individual uses this process to evaluate the effectiveness and consequences of a 
behavior, which strengthens their automatic response for achieving the objective. The 
approach provides details on individual cognitive, environmental, and behavioral factors 
that jointly influence the behavior based on whether there is perceived value. Further, 
subsequent research and application of Bandura and Walters’s (1963) theory offers 
guidance on ways to establish behavioral predictors of attitudes within an individual’s 
moral system to bring about deliberate, preferable behaviors (Steinmetz et al., 2016) 
while following an education plan. As applied to this study, the elected response of 
decreased aggression expected from the recommended RBBS for students with ADHD 
and IA establishes a measurable influence on the stereotypical patterns of the disorder for 
predicting positive reinforcers as reflected in their educational plans. 
Conceptual Framework 
In the study, the social learning theory of aggression was used; its evolvement 






learning: attention, retention, motivation, and reproduction. Bandura uses the term 
modeling to describe behavior responsible for learning specific acts of aggression. 
According to the theory, self-efficacy develops into the defining process of learning 
aggression as the person observes the consequences of executing specific behaviors; as a 
result, their actions allow the person to gain control of the outcome by repeating that 
behavior. Through self-efficacy, children with ADHD struggle with habit-forming 
consequences that can result in adult antisocial behavior (McKay & Halperin, 2006). 
ADHD is broadly categorized to include academic and/or antisocial behavior, self-
esteem, and social function outcomes (Shaw et al., 2012; see also Shelton et al., 1998), 
which contribute to the IA behavior that develops as a comorbid condition of ADHD. 
Therefore, further investigation is needed about neurological disorders and how attention, 
retention, motivation, and reproduction often become habit-forming behaviors in children 
with ADHD. 
Children with ADHD are subject to significant social difficulties and, as a 
consequence, are likely to experience rejection from their peers (Rich et al., 2009). 
Moreover, children with ADHD handle emotions and interactions differently than 
students without ADHD. Peer rejection among ADHD children is common and often 
leads to IA (Saylor & Amann, 2016). The conceptual framework of the study suggests 
that using RBBS could change and redefine IA behavior by using operant conditioning in 
a more constructive way. Children with ADHD–IA allow self-efficacy to be molded by 






the student may experience peer rejection. These reactions foster a motivation to 
reproduce negative behavior when left uncorrected. 
ADHD With Comorbidity IA 
According to The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; 
DSM–5; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013), within the general population 
of ADHD children, it is permissible that opposition defiant disorder or conduct disorder 
may co-occur. The DSM-5 also explains that ADHD is a disorder in which those affected 
have poor control over their thoughts, feelings, and behavior, further affecting the child’s 
inattentive abilities and or hyperactive-impulsive tendencies. A well-known symptom of 
ADHD is impulsivity. Impulsivity invokes immediate responses and prohibits the delay 
of impulses that typically allow consequences to be measured and assessed before the 
behavior occurs (Saylor & Amann, 2016). Behavioral disinhibition leads to poor planning 
and task management (Moonsamy et al., 2009). Therefore, impulsivity associated with 
ADHD often leads to an immediate adverse reactions followed by oppositional behavior 
(Kapalka, 2006). 
RBBS 
For the study, the method of application for RBBS focuses on using token-
economy system strategies. RBBS is not a specific approach for any one individual. The 
method of application is dependent on the token-economy strategy for reviewing the 
individual’s pattern of behavior and finding a suitable approach that provides intervention 
and modification to negative habits in behavior. With a large variety of intervention 






considers the link between the ADHD child’s adaptive functioning and undesirable 
behavioral patterns (Coles et al., 2005). Therefore, behavior management protocols 
written in SEPs should have interventions that explain both the principles of 
reinforcement and consequences to increase engagement in desired behaviors and 
decrease undesirable behaviors (Purdie et al., 2002). Consequences for children with 
ADHD should be immediate and should provide instruction and feedback to guide them 
to improve their behavior (Martinussen et al., 2011). 
Nature of the Study 
The nature of this research was quantitative, and I used a nonexperimental, 
correlational survey design. Quantitative research is consistent with understanding how 
designed educational plans approach ADHD students with IA, which is the primary focus 
of this study. Maintaining the focus on ADHD students with IA, behavioral strategies 
should be consistent with Bandura and Walters’s (1963) aggression expectation for 
behavioral social development (Saylor & Amann, 2016). Objective ratings of children’s 
behavioral outbursts of aggression were evaluated across time to elucidate how ADHD 
comorbidity of IA affects children and adolescents. The measurement tool used was the 
MOAS as adapted from Kay et al. (1988). The MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) is used to 
determine students’ individualized accommodation plans for the number of occurrences 
of verbal aggression, aggression against property, autoaggression, and physical 
aggression. Based on the method of design for RBBS, the research questions evaluated 







504 plans: A system similar to an IEP that protects students with special needs 
and is pivotal in providing classroom supports to students. Students provided with this 
accommodation do not meet full eligibility for special education services under the IDEA 
program (Blazer, 1999). 
Academic setting: The structure in which the interventions are implemented. The 
classroom is driven to both decrease undesirable ADHD behavior and increase an on-task 
mindset toward improving behaviors (Dupaul & Wyendt, 2006). 
Aggression: Disruptive behaviors, including destruction of property, fighting, 
attacking, screaming, verbal aggression, aggression against property, autoaggression, and 
physical aggression (Saltaris, 2002). 
Application of RBBS: Instruction or options based on multileveled interventions 
and modification dependent on the individual needs that are based on research behavioral 
management strategies (Lessing & Wulfsohn, 2015). 
Classroom management: The scope in which student success depends on the 
classroom seating arrangement, clear and visible classroom rules, and understanding of 
teacher expectations (Marzano & Marzano, 2003). 
Frequency of aggressive behaviors: A recorded number of occurrences in which 
aggressive behavior has been documented through behavioral records. This may include 
interviewing the school’s certified faculty who have reported aggression from students 






Individualized education program (IEP): A written document from the 
Department of Education that indicates special education services a child will receive 
under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (Center for Arkansas Legal 
Services, 2017). In this program, district employees and parents create written guidelines 
for teachers to implement in their classrooms based on a child’s needs, goals, and 
accommodations for special education (Siegel, 2011). 
Impulsive aggression (IA): A habit-forming comorbid condition of retaliatory 
aggression that stems from frustration, annoyance, or hostility to real or perceived 
provocations. This behavior resembles an unplanned and immediate response, reflecting 
defiant emotionality to gain control (Saylor & Amann, 2016). 
Mainstream: Classrooms may contain both children with disabilities and children 
without disabilities in the same educational environment (Siegel, 2011). 
Proactive aggression: Aggression where the act is specifically goal-directed 
behavior that anticipates external gratification (Salmivalli & Nieminen, 2002). 
Reactive aggression: Aggression where the impulsive retaliation response is 
prompted by the perception of a threat and considered to be a defensive response (Card, 
& Little, 2006). 
Token economy: An umbrella term for RBBS that uses a form of intervention to 
reward system for reinforcing positive behaviors (Zlomke & Zlomke, 2003). 
Assumptions 
In this study, I assumed that similar signs and patterns of IA in children with 






because school SEP profiles rarely explicitly outline the IA comorbidity in ADHD. 
However, most profiles specify distinctive indicators or predictors for aggressive 
tendencies that result in the child’s future trajectory of aggressive behavior. I assumed 
that experience learned from the results of the student’s IA could be redirected to avoid 
impulsiveness or negative behavior. Further, I assumed that, although ADHD shares an 
impulsive drive to act before evaluating consequences, the child would cognitively learn 
alternative long-term ways of coping with triggers by understanding that consequences 
influence behaviors (from consistently implementing RBBS strategies). I also assumed 
that children with ADHD are not categorized as having a severe case of impulsiveness, 
attention issues that prohibit long-term learning abilities, and medication that is 
consistently administered at appropriate doses. 
Scope and Delimitations 
In this study, I examined a middle-school special education ADHD population in 
a mainstream classroom environment. The data were collected from three charter schools 
located in central Arkansas. The primary source for determining population comes from 
rating the existing and previous educational plans related to a diagnosis of ADHD and 
documenting difficulties with IA, as a possible covariate. School records for this study 
come from behavioral records management systems, SEPs (IEPs and 504 plans), and 
student profiles. The social development of aggression was measured and should be 
consistent with Bandura and Walters’s (1963) theory of social aggression as a possible 






aggression against property, autoaggression, and physical aggression displayed by 
students as potential indicators for an increase or decrease in aggressive behaviors. 
Limitations 
Limitations of the study may come from the type of data sources and 
measurement used. Specifically, the reported number of aggressive occurrences is 
dependent upon the consistency of reporting behaviors in the management system by the 
teachers. An additional limitation comes from the inconsistency of profiles written with 
RBBS application and vague description of the aggressive behavioral pattern in student 
profiles. Pharmaceutical treatment is not an exclusionary variable for the study. 
Therefore, medicated children could affect the internal validity, making it necessary to 
modify the categories to reflect differences in IA across medicated versus nonmedicated 
student groups. A final threat to internal validity comes from the lack of teacher training 
needed to understand how RBBS is applied in mainstream classrooms. The acute lack of 
personal instruction to adequately accommodate ADHD students with disruptive or 
aggressive behaviors inevitably appears to stem from preservice training and critical 
proficiency in management skills (Oliver et al., 2011). However, there is a severe gap in 
understanding and expectation of what schools can reasonably provide for training in this 
area. 
Significance 
This study fills a gap in the research by assessing the effectiveness of RBBS in 
reducing IA in the academic setting among children with ADHD. The project is unique to 






also demonstrate IA. The results of the study may identify the benefits of implementing 
RBBS in educational plans to promote a reduction in aggressive behaviors in children 
with ADHD (or promote an increase in behavior modification in children with ADHD). 
The extant research using RBBS reveals a significant gap in ADHD and IA studies and a 
need for additional study to explore the effectiveness of current educational plans on 
emotional and behavioral disorders (Simpson, 2004). Behavioral studies of ADHD 
suggest that 10% of school-age children carry the same behaviors into adulthood, but 
more alarming is the significant concern toward the subset that manifests into substance 
abuse, antisocial behavior, and mood disorders as adults (Pliszka, 2016). Identifying the 
effectiveness of RBBS for reducing IA in children with ADHD in classroom settings 
could directly affect and serve as an early intervention for the 10% of individuals who 
manifest more problematic behaviors into adulthood. 
This research has the potential to enhance accommodations for students who 
struggle with managing aggression and ADHD behaviors. The potential for social change 
is rooted in the increased insight for implementing more effective behavior modification 
and functional coping strategies for these students. The research may help teachers and 
other educators to better understand effective behavioral strategies and how to implement 
them in the classroom, resulting in an improved classroom environment, improved peer 
and teacher interactions, and reduced stress levels for the teacher. The research may also 
offer psychologists insights into providing targeted recommendations for developing 








ADHD with IA is a growing problem in special education systems. As more 
children with disabilities are integrated into mainstream classrooms, IEPs and 504 plans 
are becoming less effective in addressing behavioral aggression. IA can escalate the 
psychosocial burden of ADHD, leading to adult antisocial behavior (Saylor & Amann, 
2016). In academic settings and classroom management, children diagnosed with ADHD 
are typically provided SEPs lacking clear expectations effective in addressing IA. There 
is a high percentage of SEPs that do not use RBBS to address the IA comorbidity of 
ADHD. Strategies for monitoring aggression patterns should use a token-economy 
system to record aggressive occurrences and provide rules that include consequences or 
rewards. 
In this research, I evaluated whether IA became less frequent when aligned with 
RBBS. Chapter 2 will include an in-depth literature review on ADHD and IA behaviors 







Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Introduction 
In this quantitative research, I used a nonexperimental correlation to test the 
theory. For this dissertation, a quantitative research design was appropriate for seeking to 
understand how designed SEPs approach children with ADHD and IA behaviors. ADHD 
children with IA behavioral patterns should be consistent with Bandura and Walters’ 
(1963) aggression theory and Saylor and Amann’s (2016) ADHD–IA behavioral social 
development theory to explain an increase or decrease in aggression. The MOAS (Kay et 
al., 1988) was used to determine students’ individualized accommodation plans for the 
number of IA occurrences. 
The significance of ADHD and comorbidity of aggression and disruptive behavior 
is well-established in the literature. Children who receive behavioral therapy are able to 
internally cope with situations that would otherwise be overwhelming, resulting in 
significant outbursts, further suggesting that behavioral intervention deters detrimental 
outbreaks (Saylor & Amann, 2016). Behavioral intervention strategies that improve 
coping skills not only reduce the number of aggressive outbursts during a child’s 
development, but also improve a child’s quality of life by altering a negative long-term 
trajectory as they enter adulthood (Coelho et al., 2015; see also Riffel, 2007). Empirical 
research suggests that although behavioral therapy may typically include a significant 
variety of practical strategies, children with ADHD are significantly affected by child-
specific adverse modifications for voluntarily reducing possible aggression. As children 






notable absence of RBBS in SEPs may be inadvertently contributing to continued 
disruptive behavior in public schools. The lack of valuable information on the social 
development of adequately dealing with ADHD–IA in school settings, specifically 
through using RBBS, invalidates the classroom behavior management plans set forth by 
classroom teachers. To address ADHD–IA behaviors and the SEP gap in mainstream 
classrooms, reports of aggression through the school disciplinary databases were used to 
examine the relationship between children’s IEP and 504 plans and increases in the level 
of aggression. 
Overview of Chapter 
The primary focus of this quantitative study was to carefully analyze the potential 
effectiveness of using RBBS in SEP for sufficiently reducing IA in mainstream students 
with ADHD in Grades 6 through 8. The research carefully examines the social learning 
theory of aggression (Bandura & Walters, 1963). The theory meaningfully compares the 
practical application of RBBS and documented frequency of aggressive behaviors among 
mainstream students diagnosed with ADHD enrolled in SEPs. IA is measured using the 
dependent variable, documented frequency of aggressive behaviors. Specific IA 
behaviors include antisocial behavior, distraction, disruption, negative mood changes, 
violent outbursts, displays/reports of anger, arguing, yelling, throwing objects, frequent 
loss of temper, anger, rageful outbursts, persistent irritability, and physical violence 
(Blader et al., 2016; see also Hubbard et al., 2010). The independent variable represents 
the practical application of RBBS that is traditionally defined through the token-economy 






plans with written RBBS and measured the precise frequency of aggressive behaviors in 
diagnosed ADHD students exhibiting visible signs of IA. 
Literature Search Strategy 
The comprehensive literature review is comprised of research on impulsive 
aggression, ADHD, special education programs, special education plans, and ED special 
education population. For the literature review, I focused primarily on peer-reviewed 
literature published within the last 10 years. Topics of ADHD, IA, school education 
plans, and social learning theory were cross-referenced through the Walden University 
Library using PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, and education databases until all searches 
became exhausted and monotonous. Research data on ADHD comorbidity of IA are 
limited and require further study to help conceptualize the method. The comprehensive 
review of literature primarily focused on ADHD impulsiveness, aggression, and IEP/504 
plans. Searches were focused on attention-deficit disorder in adolescence, aggression, 
504 plans, IEPs, IDEA, and special education plans used to understand the methodology 
and epistemology of the disorder. References found in selected articles generated other 
relevant resources needed for the literature review process. 
Theoretical Foundation 
Aggression Theories 
Through 1960, aggression was typically considered a standardized category of 
behavior (Kempes et al., 2005). Today, among the prevailing theories of aggression, there 
are two pronounced subtypes for categorizing aggressive behaviors. The subtypes are 






as either reactive or proactive (Kempes et al., 2005; see also Saylor & Amman, 2016). 
According to Evans et al. (2015), reactive aggression and proactive aggression are 
distinctly different according to possible motivation and the intended functioning of the 
aggressive behavior. Reactive aggression is a behavioral response to apparent 
provocation in which an individual believes the direct consequence of antecedent 
conditions are hostile or threatening (Vitaro et al., 2006). Proactive aggression is an 
anticipatory behavioral response to maintain control of a situation (Fite et al., 2009). 
However, Saylor and Amman (2016) explained that ADHD–IA can result in unplanned 
frustration, visible annoyance, or considerable hostility to direct provocation or social 
stressors. 
Theory of Impulsive Aggression as a Comorbidity of ADHD 
Saylor and Amman (2016) carefully examined the fundamental concept of ADHD 
and IA beyond the traditional scope. Historically, ADHD has had a relationship to 
potential aggression as an isolated externalizing behavior; however, the most recent 
research has perceived them as two different diagnoses. IA is frequently linked to 
emotional impulsiveness as a defect in emotional self-control. That declaration directly 
relates to personal events that favorably influence emotional reaction and emotional 
dysregulation deficiencies in cognitive ability to reasonably manage the emotional state 
(Wehmeier et al., 2010). Saylor and Amman identified that IA should be viewed as a 
notable effect that is merely amplified by the negative consequence of ADHD and 
requires preventive intervention with ADHD-specific aggression-targeted therapy. The 






correctly determining the elevated level of decreased inhibitory control, distinct lack of 
focused attention typically leading to quick and careless decision making, and a bigoted 
delay toward tangible rewards (Winstanley et al., 2006). 
ADHD With Aggression 
ADHD is a neurological disorder that affects an individual’s ability to sustain 
attention, control overactivity, and anticipate consequences before acting (Danforth et al., 
2014). The complexity of the disorder can produce adverse outcomes, which are believed 
to amplify other comorbid disorders often present in conjunction with ADHD (Kieling & 
Rohde, 2010). Children with ADHD are prone to specific issues of emotional self-control 
or an inability to self-regulate personal responses. According to Harty et al., (2009), the 
disruptive presence of comorbid disruptive behavioral disorders that affect overt 
aggression could result in changes in physical aggression, verbal aggression, and/or 
multiple measures of emotional control (primarily those of anger). 
Social Learning Theory of Aggression 
The social learning theory of aggression designed by Bandura and Walters 
follows conditioning model in more practical ways than other learning behaviorist 
philosophies. Bandura and Walters (1963) added that the cognitive activity for a specific 
action takes form between stimuli and response and is typically learned through the 
observation of their environment. The observation of conduct and attitude responses 
displayed by others is internally processed and compared to the viewer’s socially 






behaviors requires that the child (a) pay attention, (b) remember observed activity, (c) 
replicate the ascertained behavior, and (d) adequately maintain the observed behavior. 
Research-Based Behavioral Strategies  
The methodology of RBBS in public schools is to assist behavior modification 
and effective prevention by universally allowing a unified approach. The chosen 
approach should focus on determining individualized procedures that both personalize 
student activity goals and minimize possible risk factors of aggressive responses for those 
with ADHD–IA tendencies. According to Schultz et al. (2011), specific instruction on 
individualized behavior techniques can effectively reduce disruptive conduct. Study 
results have supported that interventions using behavioral strategies typically improve 
social problems and prevent aggression (Sukhodolsky et al. 2016). The practical 
application of RBBS outlines ways to determine frequent causes and direct results of IA 
and includes practical recommendations to address whether a student met behavioral 
expectations (Coelho et al., 2015; see also Riffel, 2007). 
Impulsive Aggression and ADHD Behavior 
The comprehensive review of RBBS effectiveness in reducing IA in the academic 
setting among children with ADHD remains a vastly underresearched area. It presents a 
compelling opportunity for growth in development education, given the ever-growing 
population of ADHD-IA students. Moreover, the literature is even more limited on how 
IA comorbid with ADHD responds to RBBS-designed educational plans. Thus, 






Evans et al. (2015) conducted a study that examines the functions of reactive aggression 
and the hyperactive-impulsive behaviors as intended to achieve a specific goal. Their 
collaboration indicated a consistent association between ADHD symptoms and social 
rejection in adolescence. Explicitly, the study linked IA, hyperactivity-impulsivity, and 
peer rejection. However, the study was limited to teacher assessments of peer rejection. 
Showing further research is required to examine the differences in perspectives and 
populations. Evans et al. also mentions a clear relationship between ADHD and social 
impairment. Data about the dimension of ADHD systems and aggression that contributes 
to that association is hardly available. Spiel et al. (2014) explored IEPs and 504 plans in 
middle-school students with ADHD to identify best practices and evidence-based 
services. Their results indicated that students listed under the program had mixed 
outcomes and that primary limitation lacked information regarding comorbid disability 
categories and limited applications of evidence-based services. Thus, the academic 
literature that expands upon the complicated relationship between ADHD and evidence-
based services is insubstantial. 
ADHD–IA comorbid characteristics, however, require focused research to 
decrease the current gap in available research or information. It is an overwhelmingly 
challenging process for concerned educators and active school guardians to properly 
design behavioral management procedures for SEPs with RBBS that will decrease IA 
behaviors in mainstream students. Using RBBS when constructing IEP and 504 plans for 
ADHD students takes the following in consideration: specific IA responses, emotional 






positively enhance the comprehensive understanding of vigilant guardians, experienced 
teachers, and academic counselors for proper modification for ADHD comorbid IA. 
Summary 
Comorbid IA with ADHD represents a developed pattern of conduct linked to an 
individual’s impaired executive functioning (Saylor & Amann, 2016). The antisocial 
behavior of aggression along with impaired executive functioning is found in about 35-50 
percent of adolescent children with ADHD (Nigg et al., 2005). Special Education and 
mainstream curriculums do not support behavioral interventions or effectively manage 
aggressive behaviors (Kobak et al., 2001). The possible etiology of the elected response 
expected from the recommended RBBS could decrease IA and future development of 
potential aggression. More deeply understanding the psychological aptitude that children 
with ADHD typically possess will increase the use and effectiveness of active coping 
skills when students face emotional events while in school. This process is aimed at 
providing social change that will both uniquely prepare children with ADHD–IA for 
appropriately effective self-regulating responses and further enhance public coping skills 
for future life decisions. Chapter 3 includes further information on the methodology used 
to explore ADHD with IA as well as current programs that apply RBBS to decrease 






Chapter 3: Research Method 
Introduction 
The target population for this dissertation was children diagnosed with ADHD 
who sufficiently demonstrate comorbid characteristics of IA. Children with ADHD can 
develop problems like oppositional defiant disorder and other conduct disorders that may 
impact their academic and social development (Connor et al., 2019; see also Harvey et 
al., 2016; Saylor & Amann, 2016). However, academic studies in which researchers 
critically examine the comparative effectiveness of RBBS to decrease IA among children 
with ADHD are limited (Saylor & Amann, 2016). In addition, most SEPs frequently fail 
to use RBBS congruent with ADHD and IA behavioral modification plans. In this 
chapter, I carefully present the research design for this study. 
Research Design and Rationale 
The nature of this research was quantitative, and I used a nonexperimental 
correlational survey design to accurately assess academic plans incorporating RBBS on 
ADHD students with specific behaviors of IA. The goal of the study was to determine 
whether RBBS supports decrease in students’ frequency of disruptive behaviors in 
standardized classrooms for children with ADHD and IA. The quantitative research 
questions were created to evaluate whether IA incidents increase or decrease when RBBS 
are used. I conducted this study at charter middle schools in central Arkansas where 
children with ADHD–IA are given IEPs and 504 plans. A survey was conducted 
evaluating academic plans for RBBS measures and necessary modifications for active 






survey, I gathered data to find a consistent correlation for carefully examining the direct 
relationship between aggressive behaviors and individual diagnoses of ADHD–IA and 
IEP/504 plans that use RBBS. The findings may influence ADHD–IA SEPs for the 
mainstream classroom, classroom procedures, and teacher classroom management, and 
the results may potentially lead to changes in district guidelines. Conceptually, the 
internalization of change leads to engaging schoolchildren with disabilities, which leads 
to improved school counselor consultations and potentially improved student learning 
(Milsom et al., 2007). 
The participants in the study come from archival data generated from the records 
of school children in Grades 6 to 8 with an academic plan where a diagnosis of ADHD 
and IA behaviors was indicated. According to a 2011 survey, approximate demographics 
and state-based patterns estimate an ADHD prevalence in Arkansas at 14.6% of children 
ages 4–17 (Visser et al., 2014). I reviewed the archival data of 24 participants’ profiles 
from the population that indicated IA behaviors. The official selection of the sample size 
was uniquely determined based on parameters being met in their education plan. The 
generalized population sampling will consist of both male and female students from a 
school that is listed as ethnicity diverse. Analysis of the research is drawn from a repeated 
measured analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the F-test models to predict the probability 
of aggressive behavior occurrences. The selected sample was tested to review the 
school’s behavioral management records for aggressive behavior. Higher ratings for a 
school could signify fewer acts of aggression in the school setting. Behavioral data 






The lack of training has a significant role in a teacher’s self-efficacy to 
successfully cope with tasks, obligations, and challenges as they are related to their 
professional duties (Caprara et al., 2006). Self-efficacy derives from the social–cognitive 
theory of behavior designed by Bandura (1977), which is displayed from situational and 
domain-specific constructs (Bandura, 1986). Low self-efficacy in qualified teachers is 
often accounted for by lack of training (Giallo & Little, 2003; see also Klopfer et al., 
2019; Pigge & Marso, 1997; Stough, 2006; Tillery et al., 2010). Giallo also explained 
that 83.5% of graduate and student teachers have indicated they were moderately 
prepared and self-efficacious, which requires additional training in behavioral 
management to overcome. Saylor and Amann (2016) explained that more people need to 
be properly trained to deal with ADHD–IA to help improve the long-range behavioral 
effects of the comorbidity. 
With the growing number of children who have an ADHD diagnosis, it is 
estimated that about 62% are receiving medicine and 64% also have another associated 
mental, emotional, or behavioral disorder (CDC, 2019). ADHD medication and 
behavioral therapy are well-established among academic research and can be applied 
alone or in combination with either medication or therapy starting before the other 
(Pelham et al., 2016). Pelham et al. additionally noted in their classroom observations 
that behavioral strategies used before medicine frequently result in significantly fewer 
schoolroom violations; and they also reported no significant change when the medication 






issues in children with ADHD, behaviors that can be corrected without medication as a 
primary driver to treatment should be explored. 
Methodology 
Students diagnosed with ADHD are at higher risk of comorbidity for various 
behavioral disorders. In addition to fidgeting, restlessness, and excessive talking, many of 
these children experience concurrent difficulties with aggression (Newcorn et al., 2001). 
School-based interventions typically apply accommodations designed to lower 
distraction, mainly from high noise levels and disruptive movements, to assist with 
academic performance, and to decrease frustration that may result in mood changes. 
Typical accommodations include (a) dividing work into smaller units, (b) giving extra 
time on a test, or (c) placing students in small group learning sessions (U.S. Department 
of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, 2008). In this study, I sought to 
determine whether accommodations using RBBS to address the IA comorbidity of 
ADHD decrease the occurrences of aggressive behaviors more successfully than 
accommodations without RBBS. 
Population 
The collected data are from students in Grades 6 to 8 in three central Arkansas 
charter schools. According to the ADE DATA Center (n.d.) the middle-school population 
is estimated to be approximately 237 students in each grade level. The students range 
from 10 to 14 years old. The districts include the local cities of Jacksonville with a 
population of 28,637; Sherwood with a population of 30,590; North Little Rock 






system was recognized by the Arkansas Department of Education for its high level of 
growth on the ACT Aspire 2017 academic assessment. Socioeconomic levels among 
students’ families range from lower, middle, and upper-middle classes. Most families 
commute approximately 5 to 10 miles to enroll their students at a charter school. The 
target population size is estimated to be between 12 and 25 participants per each grade 
level at each of the three charter schools in the district. 
Sampling and Sampling Procedures 
The participants identified in the study consisted of children in Grades 6 to 8 who 
have an SEP (IEPs or 504 plans monitored by a school counselor) and whose profiles 
revealed ADHD and signs of aggression before the start of the 2019–2020 school year. 
To maintain student anonymity, preexisting plans were not altered, nor will identities be 
disclosed. I reviewed 24 participants from the sample population in which school profiles 
documented difficulties with IA and presented these behaviors in their education plan. 
Calculation of sample size is predicated on collecting repeated measurements that can 
simultaneously increase statistical power while providing an evaluation of change across 
time (Guo et al., 2013). A power analysis using G*Power 3.0.10 software (Faul et al., 
2007) calculates sample sizes for a repeated measure ANOVA within factors statistical 
analysis with medium effect size f = .25, α = .05, and power (1 -β err prob) = .8 for 
statistical analyses. The measurements indicated the total study sample size for SEP was 
approximately 12 students with ADHD and IA for a minimum sample size. With the 
power (1 -β err prob) = .99 for statistical analysis, the indicated sample size will be 25 for 






student profiles. The use of a repeated measure ANOVA in the study decreases the need 
for a large study population as a within-subject design allows for generalizations of the 
population to account for the data of a specific population (Guo et al., 2013). Thus, a 
lower population size can statistically validate the results. 
Procedures for Recruitment, Participation, and Data Collection 
Students were selected once approval from the Walden University IRB and the 
superintendents of the Charter schools was obtained. I provided information about the 
ADHD–IA population to school counselors. The schools use a software system called 
DeansList for teachers and administrators to report positive and negative behavior. If IA 
behavior was reported in the disciplinary system, the student’s profile was checked to 
confirm whether RBBS was present in the SEP. MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) was the 
behavior analysis tool used. The school’s counselor provided access to student 
educational plan records and I reviewed and evaluated them each for possible selection 
for the study. Being selected for the study indicated that the student was diagnosed with 
ADHD and had aggression listed among behavior issues. An initial report determined 
students identified for the study. The students’ profiles and DeansList reports were 
examined twice using MOAS (Kay et al., 1988). An ANOVA statistical analysis was 
conducted to compare the third month from the study’s commencement to the sixth 
month. The demographics of the children were those in sixth to eighth grade, ages 11 to 
14. The sample contains both male and female students. Ethnicity and race were not 







Instrumentation and Operationalization of Constructs 
The instrument used is the MOAS as modified from Kay et al. (1988). The test, 
known initially as the overt aggression scale, was designed to make a countable record of 
severity of aggressive outbreaks (Oliver et al., 2007). According to Oliver et al. (2007), in 
the overt aggression scale, there are four main categories of aggression: (a) verbal 
aggression, (b) physical aggression against objects, (c) physical aggression against self, 
and (d) physical aggression against others. That scale later evolved into a weighted 
version called the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988). Kay et al.’s (1988) modification was based 
on Yudofsky et al. (1986) and was used to measure the prevalence of aggression for 264 
aggressive adult psychiatric inpatients. The MOAS also tested intellectual disability and 
aggressive behavior with an intraclass correlation coefficient MOAS total score of .93 
(Oliver et al., 2007). Furthermore, the MOAS showed to have a significant reliability on 
youths with autistic disorder ranging from ages 7 to 19 (Hellings et al., 2005). These 
findings support the reliability, validity, and retesting ability of the MOAS (Kay et al., 
1988). The MOAS is now a widely used tool for measuring or assessing aggressive 
behaviors, risk factors, and effects of medication. 
Student Profiles 
The student profiles contain information on the students’ psychological, medical 
evaluations. A profile is created when a student has been referred and contains the 
present level of performance and how the child’s disability affects participation in the 
general education curriculum. The school and teachers are legally responsible for 






used to establish that the student had been diagnosed with ADHD, the psychology 
assessment indicated aggression in their behaviors, and that the student had been assigned 
an IEP or 504 plan. Descriptions of program modifications and supports for school 
personnel within the IEP or 504 plan filed in the profile were checked for wording that 
indicated aggression. In addition, the profiles provided other categorizing information, 
such as age, gender, grade, modification, and medication. 
DeansList Software 
DeansList software is a tool used by the school district to monitor classroom 
behavior and school culture. The program also provides direct family engagement and 
communication that helps a family track students’ grades, attendance, behavior, 
homework, and referrals. The access to data is logged in the parent portal; in addition, the 
system also sends emails, text messages, phone calls, and positive reinforcement 
comments to parents. Teachers use this tool daily to award points for good behaviors and 
deduct points for bad behaviors. In the study, the recorded deducted points for aggression 
were used and gathered at 3-month and 6-month intervals. 
Research Questions 
This quantitative research was driven by three questions and associated 
hypotheses. In this quantitative study, I sought to understand the relationship between the 
application of written ADHD behavioral intervention strategies with current public-






 RQ1: What is the relationship between the inclusion of recommended RBBS and 
IEPs/504 plans in the classroom setting and the frequency of aggressive behaviors among 
students with ADHD and IA for 3 months and 6 months? 
H01: There is no significant difference between the elected response expected 
from the inclusion of recommended RBBS for students with ADHD–IA that will 
establish a measurable influence for predicting positive reinforcers as reflected in 
their educational plans after 3 and 6 months. 
H11: The elected response expected from the recommended inclusion of RBBS 
for students with ADHD and IA established a measurable influence for predicting 
positive reinforcers as reflected in their educational plans after 3 and 6 months. 
RQ2: What is the relationship between the longevity of recommended IEPs/504 
plans including RBBS in the classroom setting that continues to decrease the frequency 
of aggressive behaviors as measured among students with ADHD and IA after 
implementation for 3 months and 6 months? 
H02: There is no relationship between longevity and the elected response expected 
from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom setting 
that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with ADHD 
and IA after implementation for 3 and 6 months. 
H12: There is a positive correlation between longevity of elected response 
expected from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom 
setting that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with 






RQ3: What is the relationship between ADHD–IA as assessed by the modified 
overt aggression scale (MOAS; Kay et al., 1988) and students’ association of mainstream 
classroom activity as measured by the school system disciplinary database? 
H03: There is no relationship between aggression as assessed by MOAS (Kay et 
al., 1988) and students with ADHD–IA in mainstream classrooms within the 
academic setting. 
H13: There is a positive correlation between ADHD–IA as assessed by the MOAS 
(Kay et al., 1988) and impulsive aggression such that students who report a higher 
level of activity in the school system disciplinary database score higher in overall 
aggression as assessed by the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988). 
Data Analysis Plan 
Analysis of the research for educational plans written with behavioral strategies 
and aggression is drawn from the student’s profile as long as it properly meets four key 
components of grade, age, ADHD-IA, constructs for addressing the behavior of IA. It is 
analyzed using correlations, repeated measure ANOVAs, and the F-test models to predict 
the probability of aggression in charter school students. The repeated measure ANOVA 
then compares the effect of the application of RBBS on the frequency of aggressive 
behaviors in students with educational plans. The repeated measure ANOVA and F-test 
procedures in SPSS are used to perform the analysis. Selected populations are tested to 
review schools’ interventions for aggressive behavior. The higher the ratings for a school, 
the less likely the introduction of aggressive acts in school settings. Behavioral data 






Educational plans centered around behavioral wording negatively contribute to 
aggression in schools among ADHD students. 
All data collected from the ADHD-IA RBBS/behavioral profile questionnaire (see 
Appendix A) and MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) were entered, analyzed using SPSS, and 
stored on an external drive. Data collected during the study were retained using a 
password-protected personal computer and sealed in an encrypted portable thumb drive 
to secure participant information. The data collected were secured and will be kept up to 
5 years, at which point all data containing personal details will be destroyed. The 
following guidelines of the Walden University Office of Research Integrity and 
Compliance will be used to delete necessary information. 
In the study, the ADHD-IA RBBS/behavioral profile questionnaire (see Appendix 
A) contains the demographic, descriptive, and modification variables of student profiles 
and aggressive behavior activity. The MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) provides the moderating 
variable of aggressive behaviors demonstrated throughout the 3 and 6 months. Profiles 
that do not meet study parameters have been excluded. Profiles’ meeting parameters have 
been examined by implementing a repeated measure ANOVA descriptive statistic to 
accurately compare the means based on repeated observations (Guo et al., 2013). 
Correlational statistics explore the relationship between the practical application of 
RBBS, SEP, and the documented frequency of aggressive behaviors. 
Statistical Test 
The G*Power 3.0.10 (Faul et al., 2007) software is used to accurately determine 






IBM SPSS (version 25) is used to perform a consistent correlation to carefully examine 
the relationship between aggressive behaviors noted in school disciplinary monitoring 
system (Deans List) on the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) and the moderator variables of 
individual IEP/504 plans, ADHD diagnosis, and listed factors of IA in the profile. A one-
way repeated measured ANOVA evaluates the specific questions for change in the 
children with ADHD-IA IEP/504 plans behavioral IA scores over three and six months. 
The Wilks Lambda (Shi & The Odum Institute, 2019) is used to objectively assess 
whether the means of two or more continuous variables differ across two or more 
categorical variables in the data set. The value were consistent with the G*Power medium 
effect size 12 to 25 and α = .05 to indicate a significant effect over time for an aggression 
score at three different times: initial, 3 months, and 6 months. The pairwise comparison 
determine notable change of aggression increased or decreased throughout the study. The 
following comparison indicated significance for each pairwise difference. For example, if 
p < .01 is reported, a significant increase in the score occurred over time, suggesting that 
the participants in the IEP/504 Plan groups increase in the student levels of aggression 
without written RBBS. Thus, proving significant evidence to reject or validate the 
testable hypothesis or the null hypothesis questions. 
RQ1 Statistical Analyses 
The statistical analyses tested the relationship between the inclusion of 
recommended RBBS and IEPs/504 Plans in the classroom setting and the frequency of 
aggressive behaviors among students with ADHD and IA for 3 and 6 months, thus 






analysis of variance (ANOVA) evaluated the null hypothesis that there is no change in 
frequency aggressive that occurred when measured before, during, and after a profile in 
students with ADHD and IA group to either accept or reject the null hypothesis. Follow 
up comparison used the pairwise difference determines non significance or significance. 
Significance indicatds an increase in scores over time, suggesting that profiles of students 
with ADHD inclusion of recommended RBBS levels of aggression frequency increased 
level of aggression. 
RQ2 Statistical Analyses 
The statistical analyses tested the relationship between the longevity of 
recommended IEPs/504 plans inclusion of RBBS in the classroom setting that continues 
to decrease the frequency of aggressive behaviors as measured among students with 
ADHD and IA after implementation for 3 and 6 months uncovered patterns and trends for 
the longevity of inclusion of RBBS in the classroom setting. The repeated measure 
ANOVA evaluated the null hypothesis that there is no change in longevity aggressive 
occurrence when measured before, during, and after a profile in students with ADHD and 
IA group to either accept or reject the null hypothesis. Follow up comparison using the 
pairwise difference determines non significance or significance. Significance will 
indicate a decrease in scores over time, suggesting that profiles of students with ADHD 







RQ3 Statistical Analyses 
The statistical analyses tested the relationship between the MOAS (Kay et al., 
1988) and students association of mainstream classroom activities as measured by the 
system disciplinary database uncovered patterns and trends in the classroom. The 
repeated measured ANOVA evaluated the null hypothesis that there is no change in the 
school’s system disciplinary database when measured before, during, and after students 
association of mainstream academic setting group to either accept or reject the null 
hypothesis. Follow up comparison using the pairwise difference determined non 
significance or significance. Significance indicated an increase in scores over time, 
suggesting that student’s association of mainstream academic setting increased the level 
of occurrences in the school’s system disciplinary database. 
Threats to Validity 
Sampling is conducted using students with ADHD and signs of aggression in 
three charter schools, in which classroom sizes are typically smaller than general public 
schools and may not be representative of the more extensive middle school settings in 
more prominent districts. Even though the SEP in the school system have specific 
guidelines, the inconsistency among school profiles may require a generalization of the 
findings, which may be limited. 
Additionally, sampling a population where clear IA aggression is not a clinical 
diagnosis of comorbidity in the student’s profile makes it difficult to establish if 
aggression is reactive or proactive. For example, distinguishing whether a student with 






gratification or in a reactive and impulsive manner for defense against triggers may be 
difficult. Proactive aggression indicates other deeper-rooted issues. 
Ethical Procedures 
All students’ names remain under a controlled environment only accessible by the 
researcher. The school counselor receives the full listing of the student profiles pulled for 
review but the names of the selected students remains anonymous. Selected students for 
the study are assigned an identification number logged in a password-protected 
document. Paper copies of disciplinary reports, printed copies of IEP/504 plans, and 
MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) are locked in a safe box. All items about the study are held and 
secured up to 5 years, at which point all data containing personal information will be 
destroyed. However, SPSS-produced data are password-protected and stored according to 
IRB requirements. Furthermore, the researcher had no direct interaction with selected 
students to explain the study; in addition, students are not informed of their selection for 
the study. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
Children are considered vulnerable groups. The required information comes from 
archival data produced from the official records. Official records are provided from the 
student’s IEP/504 Plan profiles and generated reports from the schools’ disciplinary 
system to protect the confidentiality of the children. To ensure that no potential harm 
comes to the child, they are not engaged directly, and SEPs are not modified during the 
course of this study. The data collected for the research is secured on a password 






are deleted to ensure guidelines of the Walden University Office of Research Integrity 
and Compliance are met. The school receives a copy of the published results and are 
available following the successful completion of the study. 
Ethical Considerations 
Informed consent were obtained by the school superintendent. The informed 
consent clarifies that records are unmodified and that student profiles are confidential. 
Potential risks and benefits of the study were presented appropriately to all necessary 
participants before the quantitative analysis was conducted. 
The researcher’s potential bias in scoring is carefully avoided by preventing 
students from whom the teacher is directly involved in his or her education process. 
Additionally, permission to utilize the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988) is unrequired and 
determined to be a valid scale as well as accessible for practical use. 
Summary 
This quantitative, nonexperimental correlational survey examined middle-school 
children in charter schools that have ADHD with IA characteristics to determine RBBS 
effectiveness in SEP in decreasing reactive aggressive behaviors. The general 
descriptions are that students with ADHD and characteristics of IA may have poor social 
skills and may develop negative antisocial behavior. The power analysis for this study 







Chapter 4: Results 
Introduction 
This quantitative nonexperimental study was conducted in the central Arkansas 
within an A-rated charter school district. The study’s purpose was to interpret the effects 
of SEPs when proper RBBS were included regarding student aggression, the long-term 
trajectory of negative behavior, and the influences on standardized classroom conduct, 
particularly among schoolchildren with ADHD in mainstream classrooms. The inquiry 
was focused on the impact of RBBS on students’ aggressive behavior directed by the 
specificity of the research questions. This study’s outcome is intended to inform and 
guide school counselors in developing more quality accommodations to assist ADHD 
students in learning and behaving in the classroom. This study’s results may also support 
parents, teachers, and counselors in better understanding and improving the SEP process, 
primarily when assisting ADHD students and the class environment. This chapter 
includes a review of the data collection process described in Chapter 3, the study 
characteristics, data analysis, quality of the trustworthiness, and a summary. The study 
was based upon the following research questions: 
RQ1: What is the relationship between the inclusion of recommended RBBS and 
IEPs/504 plans in the classroom setting and the frequency of aggressive behaviors among 
students with ADHD and IA for 3 months and 6 months? 
H01: There is no significant difference between the elected response expected 






establish a measurable influence for predicting positive reinforcers as reflected in 
their educational plans after 3 and 6 months. 
H11: The elected response expected from the recommended inclusion of RBBS 
for students with ADHD and IA established a measurable influence for predicting 
positive reinforcers as reflected in their educational plans after 3 and 6 months. 
RQ2: What is the relationship between the longevity of recommended IEPs/504 
plans including RBBS in the classroom setting that continues to decrease the frequency 
of aggressive behaviors as measured among students with ADHD and IA after 
implementation for 3 months and 6 months? 
H02: There is no relationship between longevity and the elected response expected 
from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom setting 
that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with ADHD 
and IA after implementation for three and six months. 
H12: There is a positive correlation between longevity of elected response 
expected from IEPs/504 plans that include recommended RBBS in the classroom 
setting that decreases the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with 
ADHD and IA after implementation for 3 and 6 months. 
RQ3: What is the relationship between ADHD–IA as assessed by the modified 
overt aggression scale (MOAS; Kay et al., 1988) and students’ association of mainstream 






H03: There is no relationship between aggression as assessed by MOAS (Kay et 
al., 1988) and students with ADHD–IA in mainstream classrooms within the 
academic setting. 
H13: There is a positive correlation between ADHD–IA as assessed by the MOAS 
(Kay et al., 1988) and impulsive aggression such that students who report a higher 
level of activity in the school system disciplinary database score higher in overall 
aggression as assessed by the MOAS (Kay et al., 1988). 
Setting and Demographics 
The participants’ profiles were acquired from school counselors responsible for 
conducting meetings and writing SEPs for students with ADHD in mainstream 
classrooms. All profiles provided were for students assigned to mainstream classrooms. 
The study’s 24 participants included students in Grades 6–8 with IEPs and 504 plans and 
a diagnosis of ADHD. Ethnicity and race were not considered as a variable factor for 
behavior in this analysis. There were 11 female student profiles and 13 male student 
profiles, with nine 504 plans and 15 IEPs. The students enrolled in the charter school 
district are expected to follow an academically rigorous curriculum to maintain the 
school’s top 10% status among public middle schools in the state.  
Data Collection 
Permission was obtained from the Walden University institutional review board 
(IRB, Approval #10-30-20-0595752) to conduct a quantitative research study. As 
outlined in the data collection parameters described in Chapter 3, participant profiles 






student had been diagnosed with ADHD. Students with ADHD were the focus of the 
study because of the growing population of these students in mainstream classrooms. The 
repeated measure ANOVA helped improve understanding and conceptualize children 
with ADHD–IA behavioral problems for educators. Counselors removed all identifying 
information from profiles before data were transmitted to me. Prior to the review, all 
profiles and disciplinary reports were classified with a single-digit number to identify 
specific files. Data received by the counselor were not shared with anyone, and profiles 
were placed in a safety lock box to ensure privacy and protection of secure data. The 
study’s procedures followed the processes depicted in Chapter 3 for the study’s research 
method. The data collection plan presented in Chapter 3 was followed by securing data 
per IRB suggestion. Data collection involved reviewing disciplinary information reported 
throughout 2019 and 2020 for each student profile. Student disciplinary reports provided 
a timeline of the frequency of behaviors, when the behaviors occurred, and types of 
positive or negative behaviors that occur while at school. In total, 24 profiles were used 
to complete the data set. The profiles were selected based on the availability of students 
with ADHD in Grades 6 to 8. This range in selected grade levels helped to target the 
ADHD population, which is scarcely studied in standardized classrooms. This number 
exceeded the minimum of 13 participants required to correlate the repeated measure 
ANOVA as determined by the statistical power analysis using G*Power 3.0.10 (Faul et 
al., 2007), the effect size η2 = 
𝐹 𝑥 𝑑𝑓𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝐹 𝑥 𝑑𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟








The statistical analyses were used to examine the relationship between the 
inclusion of recommended RBBS and IEPs/504 plans in the classroom environment and 
the frequency of aggressive behaviors among students with ADHD and IA at 3 and 6 
months, thus uncovering patterns and trends for the consistency of occurrences. The 
analyzed correlations from the repeated measure ANOVA and F-test models were used to 
predict the probability of aggression in charter school students. The data for patterns were 
analyzed via a second repeated measured ANOVA using the school’s disciplinary 
reports. The points accumulated to establish aggression patterns for each student at 3 and 
6 months. The results from the repeated measure ANOVA were applied to compare the 
effect of the application of RBBS on the frequency of aggressive behaviors in students 
with academic plans. The data, in addition, were used to determine schools’ interventions 
for aggressive behavior. Wilks’ lambda (Shi & The Odum Institute, 2019) was used to 




Students’ profiles were reviewed using Appendix A; the questions provided the 
study with guidelines for selection and key information pertaining to the profiles selected. 
For instance, information in the appendix shows that more than half of the profiles did 
not contain RBBS. More than half the profiles explicitly contained a check mark for a 






section, counselors did include recommendations that the student be redirected through 
“other behavioral modifications” as needed. The suggested “other behavioral 
modifications” did not have clarification or guidance that would have explained how to 
proceed with the additional modifications. The ADHD–IA RBBS/behavioral profile 
questionnaire indicated that Question 1 had a 67% no response for profile modification 
addressing RBBS for students’ aggression behaviors. 
Detailed Analysis 
Data analysis was conducted using SPSS 25 software package. Exploratory data 
analysis appear in Table 1 based on the Wilks lambda test (Shi & The Odum Institute, 
2019) for the repeated measured ANOVA, which indicated that change was present.  
Table 1 
 
Multivariant Tests, MOAS Over Time 










MOAS_Over_Time  .533 9.643b 2.000 22.000 .001 .467 19.286 .964 
a. Design: Intercept, Within Subjects Design: MOAS_Over_Time; b. Exact statistic; c. 
Computed using alpha = .05  
A repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to compare the effects of the 
independent variable inclusion of RBBS on the dependent variable frequency of 
aggressive behaviors to examine longevity and pattern conditions. There was a 
significant difference on the independent variable inclusion of RBBS in IA on students 
with ADHD throughout time, F (2, 22) = 9.64, p < .05; Wilk’s Λ = 0.533, partial η2 = 






sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been violated, x2 (2) = 
4.345, p = .114. 
Table 2 
 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, MOAS Over Time 
      Epsilon
b  









MOAS_Over_Time .821 4.345 2 .114 .848 .908 .500 
Note. Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized 
transformed the dependent variable is proportional to an identity matrix. a. Design: 
Intercept, Within Subjects Design: MOAS_Over_Time; b. May be used to adjust the 
degree of freedom for the average tests of significance. Corrected tests are displayed in 
the Test Within- Subject Effects table. 
As Table 3 shows, in the behavioral database report repeated measure ANOVA, 
there was a significant difference in the independent variable inclusion of RBBS in IA on 
students with ADHD throughout time, F (2, 22) = 16.72, p < .05; Wilk’s Λ = 0.397, 
partial η2 = .603. 
Table 3 
 
Multivariant Tests, Behavior Over Time 










IA_Behavior_OverTime  .397 16.719b 2.000 22.000 .000 .603 33.439 .999 
a. Design: Intercept, Within Subjects Design: IA_Behavior_OverTime; b. Exact statistic; 






For the second analysis for patterns and trends, see Table 4, Mauchly’s test of 
sphericity, which indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been violated, x2 (2) 
= 1.369, p = .504. 
Table 4 
 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, Behavior Over Time 
      Epsilon
b  










IA_Behavior_Over_Time .940 1.396 2 .504 .943 1.000 .500 
Note. Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized 
transformed the dependent variable is proportional to an identity matrix. a. Design: 
Intercept, Within Subjects Design: IA_Behavior_Over_Time; b. May be used to adjust 
the degree of freedom for the average tests of significance. Corrected tests are displayed 
in the Test Within-Subject Effects table. 
RQ1, Frequency Statistical Analyses 
To test the first hypotheses, the relationship was assessed between the inclusion of 
recommended RBBS and IEPs/504 plans to determine the frequency of IA in classrooms. 
The MOAS was used to examine the classroom setting and frequency of aggressive 
behaviors among students with ADHD and IA. The repeated measured analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) conducted to evaluate the null hypothesis showed a change in 
frequency of aggressive occurrence. Within the first 3 months, there was an increase in 
behaviors according to descriptive statistics from behavioral reports (M = 2.33, SD = 






were found significant on both Wilks’ lambda and pairwise comparisons. When IA was 
measured before, during, and after a profile in students with ADHD and IA group (N = 
24), there was a significant behavior change. The results of the ANOVA indicated a 
significant time effect, Wilks’ lambda = .533, F (2,22) =9.64, p < .05, n2 = 24. As 
indicated on the multivariant tests using the Wilks’ lambda, the scale value showed .533 
with a significant value of .001, which is less than the alpha value of .05; thus, there was 
a statistically significant effect for change in aggression over the 6-month duration of the 
study. Further examining the Wilks’ lambda showed the effect size .467 and observed 
power .964 to have a strong validity in accuracy. Thus, there is significant evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis. In Table 5, a follow-up comparison indicates that each pairwise 















Sig.b Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -7.458* 1.663 .001 -11.751 -3.165 
 3 -2.625 1.137 .091 -5.561 .311 
2 1 7.458* 1.663 .001 3.165 11.751 
 3 4.833* 1.403 .007 1.209 8.457 
3 1 2.625 1.137 .091 -.311 5.561 
 2 -4.833* 1.403 .007 -8.457 -1.209 
Note. Based on the estimated marginal means; * = The mean difference is significant at 






RQ2, Longevity Statistical Analyses 
The second hypothesis determines a relationship between the longevity of SEP 
inclusion of RBBS as measured by the MOAS and the decrease of the frequency of IA 
behaviors. A pairwise comparison was implemented to compare aggressiveness over time 
from the MOAS ratings from the student’s initial starting IA score (M = .00; SD = .000), 
3-month score (M = 7.46; SD = 8.15) and 6-month score (M = 2.62; SD = 5.57). The 
results F (2, 22) = 9.64, p < .05; Wilk’s Λ = 0.533, partial η2 = .47 indicated there was a 
significant relationship between the two variables, and the null hypothesis was rejected. 
The results indicated a significant relationship between time points (F (2,22) = 9.64, p < 
.05) and the null hypothesis was rejected. Post hoc tests revealed that longevity with an 
RBBS written profile significantly related to behavior change among ADHD students’ 
profiles. An increase over the first 3 months was detected and a slight decrease after that 
in scores over time. With 6 months still considerably higher than the initial start, this 
finding suggests that students with ADHD inclusion of recommended RBBS levels of 
aggression longevity increased IA level. Therefore, it is concluded that long-term 
inclusion of RBBS (6 months) has a statistically significant increase in ADHD–IA 
behavior, with the first 3 months of school being the most critical. 
RQ3, Patterns and Trends Statistical Analyses 
To test the third hypothesis that investigated the relationship between the MOAS 
and students association of mainstream classroom activities as measured by the system 
disciplinary database. A post hoc pairwise comparison was used to comparing aggression 






starting aggression score (M = .00; SD = .000), 3-month aggression score (M = 2.33; SD 
= 2.04), and 6-month aggression score (M = 1.38; SD = 1.97). The results indicated a 
significant relationship between the time and points awarded (F(2, 22) = 16.72, p = .000). 
The repeated measured ANOVA evaluated the null hypothesis that there is no change in 
the school’s system disciplinary database as measured before, during, and after students’ 
association with the mainstream academic setting group, which was found to reject the 
null hypothesis. A repeated measured ANOVA determined that IA behavior over time 
scores differed significantly across each time point. Therefore, concluding that the 
repeated measured ANOVA results indicate a significant time effect for the student’s 
association of mainstream academic setting with increased occurrences in the school’s 
disciplinary database system. Summary of the data determined that ADHD students with 
IA repeated behavior more frequently and was consist to social learning theory of 
aggression evolution of behavior as predicted by Bandura & Walters (1963). Thus, the 
lack of RBBS guidance in SEP modification utilized in the classroom made it possible to 
for the student to conclude that aggression was a viable solution to resolving 
interpersonal conflicts with relatively successful results. 
Summary 
This chapter contained a comprehensive look at the study’s findings and results 
based upon the research questions period; the chapter also included in-depth explanations 
of the quantitative method of data collection, an inductive process of data analysis, and 
the findings of the results related to the research question. The study’s focus examined 






questions evaluating longevity, frequency, and the overall behavioral patterns for possible 
IA behaviors in ADHD students found in mainstream classrooms. A more in-depth look 
at RBBS modifications for students with ADHD indicates that students are more likely to 
demonstrate change in daily behavioral patterns when there is an inclusion of RBBS 
within IEP/504 plans. The frequency of the behavior changes is more likely to occur 
within the 1st three months. It may decrease or increase depending on the type of support 
given by educators. The longevity may decrease overtime provided there is positive 
correction utilized by the disciplinary system in which the student fines value. The 
majority of participant children’s overall behavior patterns seemed to decrease after 3 
months of discipline by the school district, as indicated by the drop in Pairwise 
Comparison (7.46 vs 4.833, p = .007) from 3 to 6 months. Further insight gains for the 
analysis are explored in Chapter 5, along with interpretations of the finding in 







Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Introduction 
In this quantitative study, I examined the relationship between RBBS and IA 
among ADHD students in mainstream classrooms in a central Arkansas charter school 
district. Educators are expected to follow interventions of standardized criteria for 
modifying behaviors for an increasing number of students diagnosed with ADHD–IA and 
those diagnosed with other disorders or deficiencies (Harrison et al., 2013; see also Joyce 
et al., 2020; Zendarski et al., 2020). This challenges educators to make proper student 
modifications that hinder reasonable learning expectations and behavioral adjustments, 
which can be overwhelming to the student, leading to a greater frequency of emotionally 
motivated reactive aggression (Slaughter et al., 2020). The extant literature indicates that 
children with ADHD may benefit from behavioral-specific modification that helps 
improve social skills (Ornaghi et al., 2014; see also Parke et al., 2018). Given the social 
influences that help mold ADHD–IA behavior, particularly the effects of schools’ 
services and the limited research addressing the ADHD–IA students, there was a need for 
research revealing the influences of SEP modification on ADHD–IA. 
The main findings from this study indicates that students with ADHD–IA who 
have SEPs that include RBBS are more likely to develop reactive aggression within the 
first 3 months. However, aggression among some students was slightly affected at 6 
months by the school’s overall disciplinary system. In addition, students with ADHD–IA 
had a positive correlation with identification to behavioral patterns to both increased 






school disciplinary system provided partial support, increased ADHD–IA among students 
was only significantly positively correlated to the inclusion of RBBS among SEP 
modifications. This chapter includes an overview of the study purpose, nature, key 
findings, interpretation of findings, limitations of the study, recommendations 
implications for positive social change, and the study’s conclusion. 
Interpretation of the Findings 
The key findings in this study were revealed that in relationships between the 
inclusion of recommended RBBS in IEPs/504 plans and the frequency of IA in 
classrooms, frequency of IA was found to have significant increase in the daily activities 
of the student when they believed the successful outburst was acceptable. This is 
consistent with Saylor and Amann’s (2016) results that children with ADHD–IA struggle 
with daily decisions related to social functioning and escalating dysfunction. This results 
is also consistent with Bandura’s (1977/2017) theory on defensive forms of aggression 
which is frequently reinforced by their ability to minimize what is considered emotionally 
humiliating or painful. According to Allen and Anderson (2017), aggression has many 
forms among general aggression models; however, the common classifications are 
physical, verbal, and relational. For each child with ADHD, modifications written in their 
applicable SEP directly relate to the student’s understanding, coping, and management of 
daily activities to better support behavioral functioning in the classroom. Standardized 
classroom management strategies as trained to teachers may not adequately address the 
needs of a student with ADHD–IA. According to Gaastra et al. (2020), this is a common 






ineffective when trying to conform ADHD students to a model of evidence-based 
effectiveness of student learning. 
The results of the second hypothesis that focused on a relationship between the 
longevity of SEP inclusion of RBBS, inclusion of RBBS was found to increase the 
student’s aggressive trajectory that escalates the outburst of behaviors that manifest. 
There was a natural progression that transitions from verbal to physical outburst of 
aggression. This was consistent with Girard et al.’s (2019) finding that chronic 
engagement of functions of aggression create a greater risk of negative consequences. 
The frequency of ADHD–IA-related behavior had high growth within the first 3 months 
but then declined slightly by the 6-month time. The increased frequency of IA is 
consistent with a defensive form of aggression that is stimulated by the child’s perception 
that they are experiencing an immediate threat; thus, their response automatically 
attempts to reduce or eliminate distressing situations through aggression if perceived to 
be successful (Connor, 2003; see also Veroude et al., 2016). 
Associated with the third hypotheses is that student’s aggression has an 
association to mainstream classroom activities that could be measured by the disciplinary 
database system, aggression in mainstream classrooms was found to have significant 
increases among students with ADHD–IA reports and school suspension. This was 
consistent with Reed et al.’s (2017) findings that adolescence predicted childhood 
characteristics for long-term school-based behavioral outcomes would have a 23%–76% 
chance of receiving school discipline. Students with ADHD–IA, particularly concerning 






social–emotional impairment can interfere with progression of learning or interpersonal 
skills with peers or adults (Dickinson, 2017; see also Park & Lynch, 2014, Smith & Fox, 
2003). Aggressive behaviors that are poorly addressed become progressively more 
difficult and resistant to maintaining child control with standardized classroom 
management (Young et al., 2020). Students with ADHD–IA, particularly concerning SEP 
profiles, showed significantly increased IA in the classroom. At 6 months, the frequency 
of IA remained significantly high among the profiles examined in the repeated measure 
ANOVA. Each student’s disciplinary report showed these students also received 
Saturday school suspension due to the number of repeated disruptions. Thus, it is 
speculated that the Saturday school suspension successfully acted as a behavior modifier 
for some students. Saturday school suspension, when properly used, can significantly 
decrease the number of disciplinary referrals that occur in schools (Valenzuela, 2017). 
According to Connor et al. (2019), therapeutic treatment of IA in children with ADHD is 
currently an ongoing study among the literature, which must be explored further. 
The social learning theory of aggression explains the reactive development of 
aggressive behaviors among student profiles that were analyzed over 6 months. Initially, 
aggression seemed to occur as a modeled response from previous exposure or 
unregulated emotion that developed into severe levels of aggressive behaviors (Hay, 
2017). The responses are associated with the direct experience of events for which the 
child uses observational learning as a method of determining reward for acting 






explained that increased IA is due to the functional activity of the deviant prefrontal and 
cingulate cortex in ADHD children causing control network deficits. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study was intended to expand on the functional relationship between ADHD 
students and IA in standardized classrooms. The study expanded on the operative 
principle that the potential inclusion of RBBS sustained a significant impact on ADHD–
IA students currently listed under SEP. The goals for this study were to consider the facts 
that resulted from the inclusion of RBBS to determine increased IA, increased frequency 
of IA behavior, and behavioral patterns among the ADHD population. Additionally, the 
importance of RBBS inclusion in SEP was evaluated to improve the long-term trajectory 
among students with ADHD–IA behaviors. Testing functional behavior of IA among 
students with ADHD in an active classroom environment typically holds possible 
limitations that need consideration. For example, external influences like a teacher’s 
training, effective classroom management, family influences, and students’ cognitive 
aptitudes to comprehend or process information have a significant role in child 
development. The individual-specific effects for IEPs and 504 plans were not separately 
tested for the relationship to IA. This was primarily to stay within the scope of the study 
and maintain focus on accessible data. However, further research might explore the 
relationship between aggression and SEP modification by isolating students with ADHD–
IA either by their IEPs or 504 plans according to IA behavior, assessing the impact of 
student numbers with ADHD in standardized rooms and the frequency of behavior 






the possible relationship between ADHD–IA behaviors and RBBS modification could be 
isolated to SEP to remain relevant. 
I attempted to identify impulsive aggression and behavior patterns by studying 
students with ADHD profiles and school disciplinary reports documented by educational 
staff members. One fundamental limitation were the frequency that educators correctly 
reported and documented impulsive aggression on the disciplinary report as an offense. 
Teachers sometimes reported IA behavior in the student’s disciplinary database as a 
weekly note, listing the IA types that occurred throughout the week and not on the day of 
the occurrence. The number of occurrences IA manifested in the student’s behavior for 
those teachers who applied weekly notes is unknown. Thus, it is assumed that each 
manifestation listed occurred at least once and was added to the behaviors reported daily. 
A second limitation is the experience, variation, and degree that the educator is 
trained in classroom management or behavioral interventions for students with ADHD. 
Educators may be limited in their understanding of how to address IA in mainstream 
classrooms effectively. Moreover, educators may not have the time to identify or 
understand the unique circumstances that manifest IA behavior in students with ADHD. 
There is also no control over the variances between the level of passiveness, stress, or 
frustration threshold needed for the educator to report IA in the students’ disciplinary 
system. 
The final limitation involved a limited resource of students with ADHD-IA listed 
as a disorder in the charters school SEP profiles. The population sizes were limited, and 






the 83 students (30%) were classified as having ADHD in SEP at the charter schools 
where the study was conducted (ADE DATA Center, n.d.a). Typically, ADHD in special 
education programs is less than 50% in their corresponding program (IEP; 42.9% and 504 
plans;13.6%) (DuPaul et al., 2019). I initially intended to use techniques that would 
isolate each grade for sixth, seventh, and eighth. Thus, it is challenging to communicate 
among multiple school counselors and obtain correct data for relationship methods. 
Additionally, because the two are small charter schools, it was challenging to acquire the 
necessary profiles to conduct each grade study. However, there is no advantage for 
differentiating a within-study of students with ADHD IA among SEPs to include RBBS 
grade-specific behavior category and students with ADHD IA among SEPs grouping 
toward inclusion of RBBS. In addition, students on different types of medication or 
nonmedication could affect the students’ change in IA behavior. It could result in more or 
less responsiveness to behavioral modification techniques, including behavioral 
modification techniques at school and home. Therefore, the student with ADHD does not 
perceive behavioral modification techniques the same. 
Recommendations 
Future recommendations gained from the study should expand on research that 
explores additional categories that focus on IA behavioral modification and at a larger 
scale and in individual grades. The population of ADHD students should explore more of 
the nation’s population that displays IA characteristic traits. Using a larger population 
and individual grades, which is nationwide, will help gain a better understanding of the 






services to align education policy with RBBS for students with ADHD-IA (Spiel et al., 
2014). Future research could also explore using a mixed-method that incorporates both 
observations of educators’ and parents’ disciplinary tactics as they affect students with 
ADHD-IA and a quantitative method to measure IA’s frequency among the student’s 
behavior patterns. These practices could expand on the school method of discipline’s 
overall effect. Additional support should explore the social support and school-supported 
behavioral intervention services to explore increased IA prevalence among students with 
ADHD. 
Implications 
The study’s findings have important implications for school SEP coordinators in 
developing a program that is better suited for students with ADHD. It also is an avenue 
that mental health professionals can consider when consulting with schools (DuPaul et 
al., 2019). This information can potentially provide a social change in the student’s peer-
to-peer culture, teacher-to-student relationship, and school-led programs policies or 
procedures. Unlike other learning impairments that IEP and 504 Plans are designed to 
accommodate, students with ADHD-IA have adverse functioning contributing to 
adjustment problems in their social environment (DuPaul et al., 2019; see also Murray et 
al., 2020; Saylor & Amann, 2016). This study suggests that students with ADHD-IA have 
an increased level of functioning problems in the classroom environment. Unfortunately, 
academic modification serves as a primary intervention method for students with ADHD-
IA that do not target their operational problems. The study’s methodological research is 






and the fundamental psychological theories and predictions that, when applied, aims to 
explain ADHD-IA techniques and procedures in the education system. Providing 
explanatory research that aims to explain the cause and consequences of ADHD-IA’s 
newly-identified issue in education. Taking a deductive approach to test the prevalence of 
social theory of aggression as a reason for behavioral change in children with ADHD-IA. 
Data used in this study is considered secondary as it takes the critical information from 
currently established IEPs, 504 Plans, and disciplinary reports to explore the results. The 
quantitative research is used to interpret RBBS found in SEP and ADHD-IA aggression 
in middle school children. The sampling for the study comes from a charter school 
district. It uses a longitudinal approach that gathers data that measures ADHD-IA in 
children at the initial, middle, and end of six months. RBBS methods help the individual 
cope with stressful situations found in the classroom (Wiener, 2020). For educators, the 
knowledge of incorporating RBBS to IEPs and 504 Plans may invoke positive social 
change that fosters redirection of IA that will assist the long-term trajectory of teaching 
ADHD students to cope, build trust, and increase focus on learning. 
Conclusion 
Few studies explore the relationship between SEP (IEPs and 504 Plans) that focus 
on the unique characteristics of students with ADHD-IA behaviors. More specifically, the 
direct effects of inclusion of RBBS related strategies in student profiles. According to 
Saylor and Amann (2016), children with ADHD symptoms eventually reduce. However, 
it is different when IA becomes a factor in the student’s behavior pattern. Social 






study provides current research into the complex nature of developing IA behavior in 
students with ADHD in the special education system, filling the gaps in the current 
literature. Effective psychological-based recommendation into education SEP 
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Appendix A: ADHD-IA RBBS/Behavioral Profile Questionnaire 
1. Select students Gender: 
Male__ Female__  
2. Child age listed in profile in years: 
 (drop down menu for reporting exact age) 
3. Are students enrolled in special education plan (IEP or 504 Plan): 
Yes___ No___  
4. Please indicate grade: 
6th ____ 7th ____ 8th ____ 
5. School district name for the child profile:  
 (drop down menu of school campus for reporting) 
6. Is ADHD indicated as diagnosis in profile? 
 Yes___ No___ 
7. Does the child take ADHD medication?  
 Yes___ No___ 
8. Student’s profile express concerns of aggression 
 Yes___ No___ 
9. Does profile modification on SEP address RBBS for students’ behaviors of 
aggression?  
Yes = RBBS suggest modification to improve behavior  
No = indicates that modification for behavior is not provided 






10. Is the student enrolled in school psychology program? 
 Yes___ No___ 
11. IEP/504 Plans modification written with RBBS 
 Yes___ No___ 
12. Student meet with school psychologist. Meets should be scored as: 
Once monthly = Rarely    Twice monthly = Sometimes  
Three times monthly = Often   Four times a month = Always 
Never Rarely  Sometimes Often Always 
 
